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has been designed as a fast, easy-to-use and user-friendly product.Q: How to encode/encode bytes? I have a method: import utils.util

def x(b): return "x" and when I run this I get: TypeError:'str' object is not callable If I try: b = bytes([1]) utils.util.x(b) I get TypeError:
'bytes' object is not callable So I thought I can pass a function: def x(b): return "x" def y(): return "y" b = bytes([1]) utils.util.x(b)(y) I
get: TypeError: 'bytes' object is not callable What is going on? A: You're trying to pass a bytes object as a parameter to a string, which
is why it's working as a function in your example. If you want to pass bytes, you need to wrap it in a list first: def x(b): return "x" def
y(): return "y" b = bytes([1]) utils.util.x(b)(y) Alternatively, you can use bytes.decode() and bytes.encode() to convert it into a string:
def x(b): return "x" def y(): return "y" b = bytes([1]) utils.util.x(b.decode('utf-8')(y)) Another option is to create a function that takes

bytes as an argument, and returns a string: def x(b): return "x" def y(): return "y" def my_func(data): return x(data)(y)
my_func(bytes([1])) This way, you don't need to have two functions, you can just pass it the bytes object and
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